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Easy Step By Step Guide
Experimake Marvellous Microscope

Step By Step Guide
To help you and your little one get the most out of your toy, we have put together a step by
step guide of how to use our Experimake Marvellous Microscope.
1. Insert 2xAA batteries into the microscope, turn on the LED light and carefully remove the lens cap
2. Insert the included example specimen slide onto the stage and clip in gently so that the specimen is
central, matching up the slide circle and the microscope LED light circle
3. For best magnification, start by adjusting the silver revolving objective lens to x100 magnification
4. Look into the telescope to see if you see the specimen
5. If the specimen is not clear, you will need to adjust the focus of the lens. To do this, you must twist
the focus control knobs on the side of the microscope which will adjust the height of the arm up and
down, moving the lens closer or further away from the microscope. Do this until you see a focused
image. The microscope is very sensitive – it sometimes requires just the slightest adjustment to
focus in on very small specimens. You should then be able to see a magnified picture of your
specimen.
6. Once, you see your specimen, you can adjust the objective lenses to either x200 or x450
magnification for a closer look. Be sure that after you change the magnification, you adjust the focus
again by rotating the control knobs until you see a clear picture.

Do’s and Don’ts
Make sure your hands are clean before you handle the toy.
Find a flat surface and be sure to remove any dust from the surface.
Don’t touch the slides and keep fingerprint free.
Best results are found with the included sample slide or similar specimens.
When using your own sample, centre the sample in the middle of the slide (magnification may cause the
sample to move in the lens so you may need to move it as you use it).
✓ For best results, use samples that let the LED light shine through and that are dispersed equally over the
slide. Examples include tissue, slime, sand, salt, sugar, leaf. The sample should cover all of the middle
circle of the slide. For example, one strand of hair will not show clearly in the lens.
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Do not use colourless samples e.g. drops of water.
Do not touch the eye piece when using the focus control – this moves the objective lenses so that subject
moves from centre of stage.
Do not let the objective lenses touch the specimen slide.
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